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Maybe we'll get forty years together...Love, marriage, faith, and the nature of grief and mourning
are at the heart of this poignant and gentlestory about losing the one we've loved longest.From
Maisy Marple, acclaimed author of Christian fiction, comes a beautiful short story about love and
loss, faith and the fleeting moments of a life. 



Forty Years TogetherA Christian Short StoryMaisy MarpleContentsIntroductionForty Years
TogetherGet Free Books!About the AuthorIntroductionDear Reader,This story came about as a
germ of an idea while I was writing a Connie Cafe mystery.I listen to music while I write, often
scouring Spotify for the best, or most appropriate playlist for whatever my mood, or whatever
emotion the scene I’m writing calls for.As I was approaching the end of my writing on this
particular occasion, a song came through my earbuds that I couldn’t ignore.It was haunting, and
beautiful, and all encompassing about the fleeting nature of life, and the temporariness of our
relationships.The song is called, If We Were Vampires by Jason Isbell and the 400 Unit.The line
that prompted this story is in reference to the relationship explored in the song, where the
singers muse:

Forty Years Together flights, Forty Years Together food, Forty Years Together FedEx, Forty Years
Together Facebook, Forty Years Fox News, Forty Years First Watch, Forty Years Fidelity
Investments, Forty Years fedex tracking

Ligature & Latte: A Clean Small Town Cozy Mystery with Coffee & Romance (Connie Cafe
Mystery Series Book 2)



Jo Gibbs, “Moving and Heartwarming Thoughts. Emotional and heartwarming thoughts from a
wife holding her husband in her arms.. She is swarming with emotion and  thoughts!”

Norita, “So Real. This was short but it was my story - only 35 years together but the sweetest
ever..  No one else can understand but God.”

The book by Maisy  Marple has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 2 people have provided feedback.
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